
Cooler Master’s iconic Hyper 212 series is back with 
the Hyper 212 Black, revitalized and ready to 
reestablish itself as your go to CPU cooling solution. 
This latest iteration of our highly-acclaimed classic 
cooler features a recharged aesthetic and refreshed 
vibes while keeping it minimalistic. The included 
SickleFlow 120 Edge fan was designed and 
manufactured in-house and comes with enhanced 
blades that provide previously unseen levels of 
airflow and cooling performance. The included 
CryoFuze Thermal Paste relies on nanoparticles for 
exceptionally high performance, while compatibility 
is ensured with the latest AMD and Intel sockets. The 
Hyper 212 Black is stuffed with features and is better 
than ever. Hyper speed gaming requires hyper 
cooling. Ensure you never slow down and never miss 
a shot with the Hyper 212 Black.

A recharged aesthetic offers new 
vibes while keeping it minimalistic.

Included high-performance thermal 
paste relies on nanoparticles for maximal 

heat transfer.

Our in-house designed and 
manufactured premium fan comes 
with enhanced blades for next-level 

airflow and cooling performance.

Features compatibility with all the 
latest AMD and Intel CPU sockets.
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Product Name Hyper 212 Black
Product Number RR-S4KK-25SN-R1
Exterior Color Black

CPU Socket Intel LGA 1700 / 1200 / 1151 / 1150 / 1155 / 1156 sockets
AMD AM5 / AM4 sockets

Dimensions (Lx W x H) 125 x 74 x 152 mm (4.9 x 2.9 x 5.9 in.)
Heat Sink Material 4 heat pipes / direct contact / aluminum fins

Fan

120 mm fan 

Dimensions (L x W x 
H) 120 x 120 x 25 mm (4.7 x 4.7 x 1 in.)

Profile N/A
Quantity (pcs) 1
Speed 690 – 2500 RPM ± 10%
Airflow (Max) 120 m³/h（70.7 CFM）
Pressure (Max) 3.61 mmH2O
MTTF >160,000 hours

Noise Level (Max) 32.8 dB(A)
Bearing Loop dynamic bearing
Power Connector 4-pin PWM
Rated Voltage 12 VDC
Rated Current 0.2 A
Safety Current 0.3 A
Power Consumption 2.4 W

Warranty 2 years

Refresh on a classic- A recharged aesthetic offers new vibes while keeping it minimalistic.

SickleFlow 120 Edge fan- Our in-house designed and manufactured premium fan comes with 
enhanced blades for next-level airflow and cooling performance.

CryoFuze Thermal Paste- Included high-performance thermal paste relies on nanoparticles for 
maximal heat transfer.

AMD & Intel compatibility- Features compatibility with all the latest AMD and Intel CPU sockets.
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